Credible sources
Greater information overload moves our focus from simply accessing data to
including the source of the insight to distinguish what we trust.
As connectivity increases and the information
being generated around the world rises, many of
us will be faced with ever more data, insight and
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of. As was highlighted repeatedly in the Future
Agenda programme, ‘the biggest challenge is simply
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Many see that we already have too much data, are
too dependent on information and this prevents us
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“In many areas, knowledge is already a commodity –
Wikipedia is one obvious example. If this trend increases,
then where is the power? One could ask whether access
to information really does empower the individual. I
would say only if the recipient knows what to do with
it. In the future we will move increasingly to wanting
‘data we choose’ to receive rather than just access to
hard data. This could lead to a narrowing of opinions
too early but clearly the successful recombination of the
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“Too much reliance on data to guide our views has
meant that we have lost intuition. Going forward we
need to rise above the mass of information so that
once again we can make more focused decisions.”

Many see that this information–power balance is
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management. Their research shows that intelligent
systems will become increasingly prevalent. Other
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and interoperability that come through moving data
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clear and many are focused on delivering the best
answer ahead of the competition. However, there
are numerous concerns over the impact this shift
will have on how we use information.

At a structural level, the migration of computer
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of our personal and professional lives will be spent
using our web browsers. That means browsers will
LEZIXSFIWXEFPITS[IVJYPERHEFSZIEPPWIGYVI-R
the initial view on the future of data, it was suggested
that ‘if we consider what has been achieved in the
past ten years, over the next decade we have the
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world of ubiquitous and uniform access, intelligent
agents and the semantic web, we have the potential
to enable even greater shifts in transparency and
access to data than previous generations could have
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are comfortable sharing their search history with us,
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Opinion is of little value until you can
authenticate it – so the challenge
will be to identify credible (authentic)
information.
we can use that as a valuable signal to provide them
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Within the next decade, some people see that
there will be so much information shared and freely
available that we will be able to create totally new
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the data sets associated with the human genome,
then we can in principle create a complete world
family tree – we can have a search engine of the
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are all individually related and so, as a consequence,
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inevitable.
However, others disagree with this: ‘We need more
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into the system as we focus on information not
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critical and having a sea of data is without value. We
need more than search engine technology and to
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of what we get from current search engines is useless,
relevance is clearly a challenge. Therefore we have to
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and this is all to do with redundancy of information.”
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but that we need more credible information. To
address this issue, those who are driving the web
forward anticipate that it will be more powerful,
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between pieces of information will be both apparent
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Others concurred with this: ‘The semantic web will
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combinations of data we need to gain really useful
information. Over the next ten years, semantic search
engines will shift the intelligence behind search to a
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One issue here is our increasing dependence on a
single source of information – namely, the leading
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to capture more information, we need multiple
sources, not just a single one. For real insights on the
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future of authenticity:
“The most effective way to counteract falsehoods in the
future will probably come from the pooling of many
messages and reports so the people can see where
there is a consistent story. The aggregation of different
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However, some see that the growing gap between
the wisdom of the crowd and the ignorance of the
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mob will increasingly create the demand for greater
differentiation between believable views and more
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is not enough: what people see as more important
are credible sources, ones in which we have full
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well as the data. We need to recognise the difference
between fact and opinion – and so be able to see
the credible from the incredible. The credibility of
MRJSVQEXMSR MW FEWIH SR XLI TVS½PI SJ XLI TIVWSR
offering it and going forward this will become more
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drivers of trust such as governance, stewardship and
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is of little value until you can authenticate it – so
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have to change – in the future, credibility may be
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Another added:

Sources of information will be as
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depth of rigor. With too much data to process, we
are increasingly being shallow and broad in our views
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who they trust and what they see as credible are
judgements based on what information is available.
This will increasingly be not just the information that
companies and organisations put out into the media
maelstrom, but also what people say about them.

“With increased connectivity and sharing of data, we
will need more trusted intermediaries. Choice agents will
need to be trusted more and there will be a currency
of trust appearing. Sources of information will be as
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those who are seen as offering the most credible
MRJSVQEXMSR [MPP VMWI XS XLI XST SJ XLI WXEGO SJ
trusted brands, media organisations and individual
commentators. Their opinions will be the most
valued and the most used to inform decisions. The
problem here is, however, that there is also a big
question over the business models that will be able
XS[SVOMRXLI[SVPHSJYFMUYMXSYWGLIETHEXE%W
yet, it is unclear how the infrastructure will actually
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people will be willing to pay for better information.

For many of us, decisions are emotionally driven,
RSXHEXEHVMZIR (EXEEVIXLIVIXSTVSZMHIGSRXI\X
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see that ‘if we are to be loaded with more data in
the future, it will lead to slower judgement without

“We are increasingly accustomed to free access to free
information and so shifting back to a pay-to-access
approach will be no easy move – particularly for the
]SYRKIV KIRIVEXMSR8LI UYIWXMSR MW WLSYPH EGGIWW XS
information be monetised and, if so, by whom?”
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